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Northern Lights Village Levi - Aurora Cabin Escape

HOLIDAY TYPE: Small Group
VISITING: Finland

BROCHURE CODE: 22015
DURATION: 4 nights

In Brief

Our Opinion

Escape to Levi’s Northern Lights Village where
your glass-roofed Aurora Cabin awaits in the
Finnish wilderness. Spend four nights searching
for Mother Nature’s extraordinary display from
the comfort of your bed as well as on dedicated
Northern Lights activities. During the daylight
hours, get the full Arctic experience with dog
sledding and snowmobiling.

I had never stayed in an Aurora Cabin
before so having the opportunity to spend four
nights in one was unbelievable! Though I loved
exploring the wilderness both day and night, I
couldn’t help but look forward to returning to
my cosy cabin, laying in bed and scanning the
sky for a glimmer of the Northern Lights.
Amy Hope
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What's included?
ALL OF THE SERVICES LISTED BELOW ARE INCLUDED IN THE HOLIDAY PRICE
• Flights
Flights: return flights from London to Kittilä Airport (via Helsinki). Subject to change and
availability
• Transfers
Transfers: return airport transfers
• Accommodation
Accommodation: 4 nights in an Aurora Cabin
• Meals
Meals: Full Board
• Activities
Activities: Snowmobiling and Northern Lights photography workshop, Aurora snowshoeing,
husky safari, Northern Lights search by heated sleigh
• Cold weather clothing is provided for the duration of your stay

Trip Overview
The Finnish wilderness is known for its Aurora potential and the locals certainly know how to make the
most of Mother Nature’s greatest show. The Northern Lights Village in Levi is an exceptional example
of this - where Aurora Cabins come as standard for the duration of your trip and all facing north to
give you the best possible chance of witnessing a display as you lay tucked up in bed.
The Northern Lights Village is situated 16km outside the centre of Levi, taking you away from light
pollution and into the sublime surroundings of the Finnish wilderness. You’ll have plenty of
opportunities to explore the pristine landscape with the included daytime activities of snowmobiling
and dog sledding - both unforgettable ways to complete your Arctic experience.
As darkness falls, this remote location also puts you in prime Northern Lights territory and we have
included two dedicated hunts by snowshoe and heated sleigh to help you track them down. What’s
more, your itinerary also features a Northern Lights photography workshop where an expert will show
you how to capture the phenomenon on camera - the perfect souvenir!
The real showstopper of the trip, however, has to be your accommodation for the duration of your
stay. Your Aurora Cabin means that every night, long after the Northern Lights activities are over, you
can continue your search of the skies from the comfort of your bed!
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This carefully crafted itinerary has been designed to offer a complete mixture of daytime Arctic
adventures with nighttime excursions to help you tick the stunning Northern Lights off your bucket list.
All before retiring to your unforgettable Aurora Cabin accommodation each night!

Image credits:

Agenda
Please note the order of activities is subject to change
DAY
1

ARRIVAL

Upon arrival at Kittilä Airport, you will be transferred approximately 30 minutes to your
accommodation at the Northern Lights Village, Levi.
You will receive your cold weather clothing and check into your Aurora Cabin before enjoying dinner
in the restaurant.
Included Meals: Dinner
DAY
2

SNOWMOBILING AND NORTHERN LIGHTS PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP

Following breakfast, it’s time to explore the wonderful wilderness surroundings of the Northern Lights
Village during a snowmobile safari.
Meeting with your local guide, you will receive a full safety briefing and instructions on how to drive
your snowmobile before setting off into the enchanting snowy forest. Along the way, you will stop to
take photographs of the stunning scenery and enjoy hot drinks before taking off again into the
wilderness.
You will ride two per snowmobile with the option to swap halfway or you can request to ride
individually for a supplement. Please note, you must be at least 18 years old and hold a full driving
licence to be able to drive a snowmobile.
The snowmobile safari will last approximately 2 hours and you will return to the village with time to
enjoy lunch before your Northern Lights photography workshop.
This afternoon you will meet with your local guide and experienced photographer who will teach you
all the tips and tricks you need to capture the Northern Lights on camera. The workshop will last
approximately 1 hour and afterwards, you can enjoy dinner in the restaurant ahead of a free evening.
If conditions are favourable tonight, you will be able to put your camera skills to good use and take
the ultimate souvenir home.
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Included Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
DAY
3

FREE DAY AND NORTHERN LIGHTS SNOWSHOEING

Today you will have the day completely free to spend as you please. If you would like to fill your time
with another Arctic adventure, see our ‘personalise’ tab for more information on the activities on offer.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be served in the restaurant as usual ahead of your Northern Lights
hunt this evening.
You will meet with your local guide who will fit you with snowshoes and show you the easy techniques
needed to travel into the silent night. Then you will take off into the peaceful forest, walking over the
deep snow and keeping an eye on the sky for any sign of the Northern Lights.
As you make your way through the wilderness, you will reach a cosy hut where your guide will build a
fire and serve some hot drinks and snacks. You can ask your guide any questions you may have about
life in the north - just make sure you keep taking a look outside for a potential Aurora display!
Following your break in the wilderness hut, you will make your way back over the deep snow and
return to the village.
You will be out for approximately 2 hours tonight.
Included Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
DAY
4

HUSKY SAFARI AND NORTHERN LIGHTS BY HEATED SLEIGH

Today following breakfast you will get to experience one of the most-loved Arctic activities; dog
sledding.
After meeting with your expert musher, you will be introduced to your loyal team of sled dogs who
will more than likely be barking loudly as they will be eager to get going. Your guide will explain all
the techniques needed to mush the dogs and you will receive a full safety briefing before you stand
on your sled and get ready to set off.
Though the dogs may be loud beforehand, as soon as you lift the brake and the dogs take off into the
wilderness, they will soon quieten down and concentrate on the job at hand. With your team out in
front, you will ride over the snowy trails and through the forests on this unforgettable winter
adventure.
You will ride two per sled, with the option to swap drivers halfway through. The activity will last
approximately 2 hours, travelling for approximately 10km.
Upon your return to Levi, you can enjoy lunch and dinner in the restaurant before your Northern
Lights hunt this evening.
Meeting with your local guide, you will take a seat in the heated Aurora sleigh as your guide pulls you
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along using their snowmobile. You will travel into the silent, snow-laden forest as you keep an eye on
the night sky for signs of the Northern Lights.
Travelling away from any light pollution, you will reach a prime Aurora viewing location where you will
set up your cameras and keep warm by the fire. As you enjoy hot drinks, your guide will tell you all
about the Northern Lights and with any luck, they will start to appear overhead.
You will be out for approximately 3 hours.
Included Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
DAY
5

DEPARTURE

Today it is, unfortunately, time for your winter retreat at the Northern Lights Village to come to an
end. Enjoy breakfast in the restaurant ahead of your transfer to the airport. If you have an early flight
time, we will box up breakfast for you to take with you.
Included Meals: Breakfast

Included Accommodation
Levi Northern Lights Village (Nights: 1-4)

Located in the far north of Finland, 16km away from the centre of Levi and close to the ski resort
(approx. 14km), the Northern Lights Village sits tucked away in its own piece of wilderness.
With 40 Aurora Cabins, you’ll have the brilliant opportunity to view the Northern Lights right from
your bed. Each cabin comes equipped with a half-glass roof with the twin or double beds situated
underneath. This is one of the few places in the world where you’ll prefer a sleepless night!
All cabins are in walking distance of the restaurant which serves local, Lappish delicacies.
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Facilities
The village restaurant takes inspiration from the traditional wooden Finnish tipis with Lappish décor.
Using flavours from Lapland and the Barents Sea regions, the restaurant serves local food and special
delicacies. Breakfast is a buffet of continental options and some hot dishes. Evening meals are a
buffet with starters of soups and salad, and then a choice of local meat or fish will follow. Dietary
requirements are all well-catered for as long as we are informed at the time of booking.
All activities start from The Northern Lights Village (except the husky safaris and art gallery) to make
your holiday as easy as possible.

Aurora Cabins
Each Aurora Cabin comes equipped with a half-glass roof which all face north, for optimal Northern
Lights viewing. What’s more, the windows are laser heated to ensure the snow melts and you have a
constant view of the Arctic. The designs are based on a traditional wooden kota (tepee) in Finland.
Inside, you’ll find twin beds which can be made into a double and there is also a sofa bed (suitable for
an additional adult). There is a shower room, toilet and luggage storage area (please note that hot
water is limited). You also have tea and coffee making facilities, a hairdryer, minibar and unlimited
WiFi.
Cabins are not cleaned between arrival and departure unless requested from reception. Additionally,
towels can be exchanged at reception if required.
Image Credits: Neil Walton & Levi Northern Lights Village

The Specifics
Holiday group size (approximate)
This holiday requires a minimum of 1 person to run, however, on some dates we require a minimum of
8 people for our flight allocation. Maximum 30 people (approximately). Please speak to our Travel
Experts for further information.

Group Size
We always try to provide an approximation of the group size you can expect to be with for the
duration of each of our holidays. It may be that you are joined by others for parts of your holiday (such
as transfers and particular activities) but the above number reflects those you can normally expect to
be with from beginning to end. If group size is something which is particularly important to you,
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please speak to our Travel Experts and they can suggest the best holidays for you.
Tailor-made holiday group sizes will vary for all activities as will the group size for any additional
activities you book.

Minimum numbers required for a holiday to operate
Some of our holidays require a minimum number of participants to operate (as listed in the ‘Group
Size’ section). If your holiday departure has not yet reached the minimum number, you will be told at
the time of booking. In the unlikely event that your chosen date is not guaranteed by nine weeks
before your scheduled departure date, we will contact you to discuss the available options as per
our booking conditions.

Minimum and maximum age
If a specific minimum age applies to this holiday, it can be found in the Key Facts box on the holiday
Overview page.
Unless otherwise stated in the Key Facts box on the holiday Overview page, the minimum age for
participation in an Aurora Zone holiday is typically 12 years old (there may be younger children in
some destinations who have booked with other companies). If an adult-only environment is important
to you, then please contact our Travel Experts and they will advise on the best dates and destinations
for you. If you are looking for a holiday designed specifically for families then please see our sister
company www.activitiesabroad.com.

Itinerary amendments
The order of activities listed in this agenda is provided for guidance only, your final and detailed
itinerary will be provided either with your final travel documents (which are uploaded into your online
account around a week prior to departure) or upon arrival.

Terms and Conditions
Our full booking terms and conditions can be found on our website: https://www.theaurorazone.com/
booking-conditions
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